PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Over-the-street banners are manufactured and reinforced to install over the street. These banners are made to endure high winds and extreme weather. To ensure their strength, we recommend aircraft cable, turnbuckles, and snap hooks. Snap hooks attach the banner to the aircraft cable, turnbuckles apply tension to the cable, and cable clamps lock down the cable to the turnbuckles. This installation method extends the life of the banner.

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS

Over-The-Street Advertisements

MATERIALS

» 18oz Single-Sided Vinyl
» 18oz Double-Sided Vinyl

FINISHING OPTIONS

» Sewn Hems
» Windsllits
» #4 Grommets
» D-Rings
» Reinforced Webbing
» Snap Hooks
» Aircraft Cable
» Turn Buckles
» Cable Clamps